ABSTRACT

Different forms of urban mobility have very different impacts on the urban environment and on the quality of the public spaces around them, from the “soft” pedestrian walkways and cycle paths, through the several modes of public transport to the extremely impactful mass use of private vehicles. This paper first analyses the different urban impacts of these forms of mobility, according to their characteristics, with regard to an extensive transport literature review, and they are put into relationship with the factors promoting urban quality and liveability in line with literature on urban design in terms of activity, image and form, among others. The results of this study are contrasted with the experience demonstrated in the case of Granada’s metropolitan area, with its fairly adequate bus-based public transport system and the common mobility problems resulting from a high level of private vehicular use, i.e. congestion coupled with severe environmental pollution. However, a new light rail system (LRT) has been developed, with a major urban renewal along its track, and has proved to be very successful, in terms of the number of passengers, after its two years of operation. The LRT has the particularity of having an underground section, with three underground stations, and longer surface stretches with different cross sections, whereby the improvement in quality of public spaces along them can be evaluated. The high quality public spaces are those with no vehicular access whatsoever, providing a completely pedestrianized area, such as in the traditional urban road crossing axes in the towns, which have been completely freed from vehicles and now seem filled with people, for example Royal Street in Armilla, “Jacobo Camarero” Street in Albolote and “Blas de Otero” Avenue in Maracena, and the section along the university central campus which has no catenary.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There is a complex relationship and interaction between the urban system and the transportation system. As Vuchic [1] recognizes “transportation has a major impact not only on the physical form of cities but on their liveability – the quality of their natural and manmade environments”. This interaction between the two systems has usually been described in terms of land use and changes in activity patterns transformed by the extended accessibility engendered by the transport network, and this interaction has long term impacts [2]–[4]. The objective of this paper is to analyse the implications of this purportedly symbiotic relationship [5], examining the role of the public transport system in the quality of urban public spaces and applying this to the case of Granada’s metropolitan area.

Naturally, different forms of mobility impact on the urban space in different ways. From a spatial perspective, public transport systems tend to concentrate activities around their stops, and private vehicle infrastructures cause them to spread over the suburban territory [1]. Therefore, instead of the uniform urban sprawl produced by private vehicles, public transport
has led to a polycentric urban form, reinforced through decentralisation and centralization forces [5]. The concentrated accessibility of transits affects land use, increasing land rents and promoting higher density developments [2]. With regards to the urban environment, the increasing car use in cities is widely and traditionally recognized as an essential cause of the deterioration of living conditions and the exacerbation of environmental problems [4], [6]. In contrast, public transport systems by their very nature are more sustainable, due to their relative social, economic and environmental performances, than private vehicle-based transport systems [7], [8].

The broadly recognized urban patterns linked to sustainable mobility, according to Williams [9], move away from functional land use zoning and reduce urban sprawl, by creating the “contained” and compact, urban layouts, with a mix of uses in close proximity, reducing travel demand and making use of local services and facilities. Therefore, sustainable urban forms also promote sustainable mobility and vice-versa, as high densities provide enough population to support public transport services and an adequate urban design encourages cycling and walking [4]. In addition, higher-density land use – including population and employment – improves the sustainability of public transport systems [8]. Reciprocally, sustainable transport solutions, especially those involving high investment levels, such as improvements in public transport services, will have a significant urban impact [1], [4], [7]. As stated in the Leipzig Charter on Sustainable European Cities [10] an “essential contribution to the quality of life, locational quality and the quality of the environment can be made by sustainable, accessible and affordable urban transport with coordinated links to the city-region transport networks”.

In recent decades there have been many examples all over the world revealing that a reduction in the level of private vehicular use in cities and in their occupation of the urban space, accompanied by high quality public transport services, leads to improvements in high-quality urban environment and life. They have been explained and described by Gehl [11], and demonstrated through other successful initiatives promoting pedestrian-oriented areas at the expense of space for cars [12], [13]. In addition, this vehicle restriction is particularly necessary in high automobile-oriented areas, not only to alleviate pollution emissions but also to guarantee the positive effects of new public transit systems. However, the most positive benefits of these systems are achieved through integrating transport and urban or land use planning [2], [4].

The recent “lockdown” due to the coronavirus pandemic has manifestly demonstrated the harm to the air quality of our cities caused by the intense traffic, and how clean the air could be without such traffic, and this has been widely recognized during the last few weeks [14], [15].

According to the current shift towards a sustainable urban mobility [7] and urban sustainability [16], strong links can be identified between the detailed spatial characteristic of an urban sustainable model, according to its assessment model attributes and characteristics [17], the objectives of urban planning linked to a sustainable mobility [18], and the principles to remodel our cities favouring liveability as stated by ITDP [19]. In particular, the relevance is shown of supporting a high-quality public transport system, ensuring frequent, fast and direct transit services, and locating transit stations, homes, employment and services within walking distance of each other, to make sustainable modes of transport the most attractive.

The sustainable urban model is a compact city in its morphology, complex in its organization, metabolically efficient and socially cohesive [16]. Therefore, public transport development affects all dimensions of urban sustainability, as it transforms city morphology, and is linked to its energy efficiency and its social cohesion. So, in this relationship between
the sustainability of the urban and transportation/mobility systems to attain urban liveability, the quality of the public transport system, facilitating walking and cycling and attempting to be more attractive than motorized private transport, is very relevant.

Thus, it is valuable to analyse the role of the public transport system in the quality of urban public spaces in relation to the literature on urban design. Following these considerations, different sustainability levels will be defined for different street sections, and they will be applied to the case of Granada’s metropolitan area and its new light rail transit (LRT).

2 PUBLIC TRANSPORT SYSTEMS PROMOTING URBANITY, VITALITY AND URBAN SUSTAINABILITY

There is a global and continuous renaissance of urban public transport systems. According to McLeod et al. [20], there has also been a broad consensus among researchers for what constitutes “best practice” in this system design, such as “intermodal connectivity, provision of high-quality services, clear strategic congruency, and integration of transportation and land use policies”, and these continue “as unambiguous principles in contemporary transport planning practice”.

However, the question is: in what respect does a public transport system impact on the urban environment and the improvement of the quality of the urban space? As has been considered, it has a significant capacity in “placemaking” [21] and, according to Chen [5], “for Peter Hall, the relationship between transport and development is interwoven and inseparable in creating an overall vision of good cities for better lives”.

Those transportation elements which promote and/or increase urbanity and vitality, can be considered as most distinctive characteristics of cities, and also those promoting urban sustainability. According to Montgomery [22], there are three essential urban dimensions linked to urbanity: “activity, image, and form”. This author proposes that these are achieved through different principles. In addition, there are some basic conditions for achieving urban vitality, which were described by Jane Jacob in the Sixties and were recently charted in Barcelona [23], listed as: “concentration, diversity, contact opportunity, need for aged buildings, accessibility and distance to border vacuums”. They are also linked to the cited principles, and both are basic references in urban design literature.

The consideration of these principles and conditions of urban design allows for an understanding of how public transport systems promote urbanity and vitality in cities, in the clear correlation existing between them. However, there is also an evident similarity with those conditions related to the sustainability of the urban and mobility systems. Vitality conditions are related to physical principles of “activity and form”, but transport systems also affect the “image” principles.

With regards to these principles, which are widely explained in the indicated references, the increased urban activity derived from the growing number of passenger flows around the new stops or stations is clearly linked to principles (1) “generating pedestrian flows and vitality”, (2) “seeding of people attractors” and (6) “promoting street life and people-watching”. These are connected with the vitality conditions of “accessibility” and “contact opportunity”. In addition, as has been indicated, public transport systems require and promote population and employment density [2], therefore they are linked to the principles (4) “developing a density of population” and (14) “achieving development intensity”, related with the vitality condition of “concentration”, and usually they are associated with new urban developments requiring “zoning for mixed use” as indicated by principle (15) and associated with a necessary “diversity” for vitality conditions.

Public transport systems are developed in conjunction with the physical transformation of the urban space environment improving pedestrian areas, which is obviously linked to the
principles related to public space: (21) “the public realm”, (22) “movement”, (23) “green space and water space” and (24) “landmarks, visual stimulation and attention to detail”.

Lastly new public transport systems generally have an image of modernity, therefore improving the urban image, which is linked to principles (8) “legibility”, (9) “imageability”, (11) “psychological access”, (12) “receptivity”, (13) “knowledgeability”, and then, from different perspective, with historic systems (10) “symbolism and memory” [22].

On the other hand, one of the most important factors in the urban effects of public transportation is its spatial efficiency in the occupancy of urban space with respect to other transportation modes [1]. There are multiple examples of urban space recovery.

However, the inherent potential of urban public transport to change cities will vary in each context according different factors of reproduction and dependency: technical, morphological, political and institutional”, giving different levels of recognized success [24].

Among the different forms of public transport modes, rail-based modes, due to their heavier physical characteristics and permanence, have been revealed as having a greater and longer impact on urban areas [25], particularly in comparison with bus-based transport systems such as bus rapid transit [21].

The LRT in particular, as a fully independent transit system, is considered by Vuchic as the superior public transit mode that can enhance the human orientation of cities and “usually has a major impact on the downtown of the core city, as well as on the outlying towns and subcenters it serves”. It is judged much more attractive to passengers than buses, and is superior to them in reliability of service, “riding comfort, vehicle performance, system image, and other qualities that the electric traction of LRT offers: quiet operation, absence of air pollution, the ability to operate in tunnels. In pedestrian malls and other people-oriented areas, LRT is accepted much more readily than diesel-powered buses” [1].

Consequently, there is an increasing number of examples of cities developing rail transit systems all over the world [26]. However, the case of French tramways and their urban redevelopment [27] is one of the most relevant, as they have been used to promote a particular place-image and identity throughout their cities [21], and it is also the most significative reference for Spanish LRT developments, due to the vicinity to Spain.

With respect to these experiences, to avoid the more subjective interpretation of the terms used about cities regarding attractiveness, quality and liveability, Ferbrache and Knowles [21] recently analyse the relationship between light rail development and city boosterism as a place-making process. They extensively analyse the impact on the previously cited “image” principles in order to understand what light rail can do for city image and quality, reaching similar conclusions which consider “light rail as an agent in city-making”. They also found that the perceptions associated with light rail and its symbolism as a modern system, can signify “progress and development, and an opportunity to boost existing ideas about a city”. This modern image can also become a distinctive feature for the city’s prestige.

As previously mentioned, especially in the case of the development of new LRT systems, with the integration of transport infrastructure with urban planning and land-use [4], its place-making effect is particularly evident “as a strategy by city planners and developers towards achieving sustainability principles and more liveable cities”, transforming urban areas and boosting “image and quality from small-scale street improvements to city-wide enhancement” [21].

Thus, these LRT systems have generally been developed through the renovation and promotion of the public realm. They have been constructed together with an urbanization renewal from façade to façade, developing a high-quality physical environment with pedestrian-friendly areas and the enhancement of the streetscape, attractive not only for the transit passengers but also the investors, developers and the general population. This urban
renewal and the new high capacity mode of public transport mode are the main urban effects directly linked to the urban quality. Among these attributes it should be highlighted that LRT systems are fully-compatible with pedestrian-oriented and pedestrianized areas considering the sustainability dimensions as indicated in Table 1 [1], [2], [4], [21], [24], [27].

Table 1: Compatibility LRT-Pedestrian-oriented areas according to sustainability dimensions. (Source: Authors based on Vuchic [1] and Bertolini [4].)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustainability dimensions</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Environmental</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficient and reduced space occupation</td>
<td>No atmospheric contamination</td>
<td>Favours social cohesion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier effect limited according to frequency</td>
<td>Noise reduction</td>
<td>Safety perception</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully-accessible</td>
<td>Urban design and landscaping</td>
<td>Image of modernity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to evaluate the quality of the urban space, a spatial analysis through mapping indicators similar to the methodology applied in Barcelona [23] could be proposed, and different methodologies developed and applied in other cities [28], mainly from social indicators research. However, taking into account the correspondence between the model of urban sustainability and the sustainability of its model of mobility, which has already been demonstrated, it could also be considered, as a first simple approximation, that the public space quality of the streets is intrinsically linked to the grade of sustainable mobility that is happening in their environs. Therefore, following the current guidelines of sustainable mobility planning [29], [30], an easy analysis of the sustainable mobility level of the streets according to their existing cross sections is proposed. Then, the proportion of sustainable mobility areas can be easily evaluated, with regards to the areas for the “soft” modes of pedestrians and cycles, and the public transport areas, and on the other hand, the proportion of the space given to motorized vehicles as an unsustainable mobility area (Table 2). This methodology will be applied to the case of the case Granada’s metropolitan area.

Table 2: Sustainable mobility levels of the proposed street cross-sections analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustainable mobility level</th>
<th>Sustainable mobility area (SMA) (%)</th>
<th>Unsustainable mobility area (UMA) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>20–0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>60–80</td>
<td>40–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>40–60</td>
<td>60–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>20–40</td>
<td>80–60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 THE CASE OF GRANADA’S METROPOLITAN AREA AND ITS NEW LRT
Granada is a city of approximately 230,000 inhabitants, surrounded by more than thirty municipalities giving an urban agglomeration of half a million inhabitants, located in the southern region of Andalusia (Spain). This area has been formed around a fertile and productive agricultural plain where, since the beginning of the last century, a complete transit system was developed. The historical tram system eventually had one hundred km of lines, connecting the populations and the sugar industries of the plain, transporting both passengers
and products, and was in operation from 1904 to 1974 [31]. Its spatial structure was the basis of the later development of the metropolitan road system.

As in numerous Western cities, the public transport system had become bus-dominated and, in contrast to other European countries where many tram networks survived [20], the whole original tram system of Andalusian cities disappeared during the 1960s and 1970s under the pressure of the growing motorization. During the last decades of the twentieth century, metropolitan mobility investments traditionally favored the automobile infrastructure over the mass transport option, which has meant that, in recent years, the participation of private means of motorized transport in daily mobility is very much in the majority (79%), as opposed to journeys on foot or by bicycle (13%) and those made by public transport which scarcely make up 8% of journeys [6].

In recent decades Andalusia’s mobility policy has pivoted around the three axes of coordination, planning and investment: coordination, through the creation of metropolitan transport authorities, as embodied by the consortiums existing in the principal metropolitan areas of Spain; planning, through the drafting and implementation of territorial spatial plans and sustainable mobility plans; and investment in new infrastructure and rail-based public transport services. Granada’s metropolitan transport authority was established in 2003, and its territorial spatial plan, which was the first metropolitan spatial plan of the region, was previously approved in 2000, proposing both this consortium and a modern rail-based public transport system to solve their mobility problems [32], [33]. Metropolitan and urban sustainable mobility plans were also drafted in 2008 and 2012 respectively [6].

During the 1990s, the growing experiences of rail transit system developments in Europe over the preceding decades [25] drew the attention of the Spanish authorities studying the possibilities of LRT to provide new trams in the city to improve accessibility, urban mobility, the urban environmental quality and the public transport system, as well as promoting urban renewal [34]. Therefore, new tram systems were developed in some of the major Spanish cities, as successful experiences of urban renewal [35].

Later the regional authorities of Andalusia who studied LRT cases and construction costs concluded that it was an excellent solution, for urban integration in historical centres, and for urban transformation of degraded areas as well as for integral re-urbanization between facades, not to mention the advantages of accessibility, safety, efficiency and energy sustainability and of their modern image [36]. Due to their established benefits (the increase of displacement speed, the reduction of traffic congestion, CO₂ emissions at a rate 50 times lower than the private vehicle, since their capacity equals almost two hundred cars or three buses, higher safety, plus aesthetic and functional benefits), and the existing experiences in other cities, Andalusia’s government has promoted and developed new LRT systems in their main metropolitan areas of Seville, Malaga, Cadiz, and Granada [33].

Construction of Granada’s metropolitan LRT began in 2007 and, due to the last economic crisis, works were extended for ten years. Thus, the system started operation in September of 2017, and almost reached the expected numbers of passengers (eleven million) during the first year in service [37]. Following the cited successful French experiences [27], parts of the technical projects were drafted by French engineering consulting firms. These projects focused on the LRT’s high urban integration capacity and its extraordinary transformational potential, developing a significant urban renewal from façade to façade along its 16 km, covering 718,984 square meters, with 8,913 m of new bike lanes and almost 3,000 new trees. It also constitutes a new mode of public transport mode favoring intramodality with the connection of bus and railway stations [38].

With respect to Section 1, from the mobility system perspective, this new LRT has radically improved the quality of the existing bus-based public transport system, but has also
signified a great urban change along its corridor, contributing to increased pedestrian mobility, and reducing car usage in the areas served, and there are some tracks without catenary, almost completely free of cars and their visual intrusion. Analyzing this new LRT system with reference to Section 2, in line with the Montgomery principles [22] and vitality conditions [23], urban activity has clearly increased due to the growing number of passengers around the new stations and the new metropolitan accessibility. The main stations are the most central and attractive, such as “Recogidas” and “La Caleta” with more than 1.3 and 0.8 million users respectively [37], [39]. As previously mentioned, this is fully linked with the principles (1) “generating pedestrian flows and vitality”, (4) “developing a density of population”, and (6) “promoting street life and people-watching”. The new stations and vehicles have been carefully designed to create an image of modernity [38] and therefore improve the general urban image, which is linked to the principles (8) “legibility”, (9) “imageability”, (10) “symbolism and memory” (in reference to the historical tram), (11) “psychological access”, (12) “receptivity”, and (13) “knowledgeability”, as has also been shown in many other cases [21]. Lastly the urban space configuration has been transformed, that is, in relation to the principles (21) “public realm”, and (22) “movement”.

An evaluation, carried out by the authors through a spatial analysis of the urban cartography of the city of Granada, shows that the street transformation promoted by the new LRT along its corridor has given an increase of pedestrian surface from 210,444 (in 2004) to 320,306 square meters (in 2017). This new urbanization clearly demonstrates a great improvement in the quality of pedestrianisation around the stations, but in some areas there is still room for improvement, as some areas, which have a different cross section, are more motorized mobility-oriented, and even these different levels of quality, according to urban design criteria, will give different accessibility levels to the LRT stations [40].

As its initial passenger success shows [37], [39], its corridor was correctly selected along the densest areas of the metropolitan north–south axis to attract high levels of initial transit ridership, and to alleviate the most congested metropolitan route [1], [2].

During its planning phase, the new LRT had a discussion process between local and regional authorities about surface or underground sections, and several research groups from the local University asked the question with a report. Our group headed by Prof. Gómez Ordóñez attested to the urbanistic opportunities of burying the central section of the metropolitan line [41]. Consequently, the agreement between these two administrations led to the particularity of having a 3 km underground central section, with three underground stations of high architectural quality, one of them “Alcazar Genil” has received architectural awards for its integration of archaeological Arab remains found on the site [38], ultimately confirming its adherence to the principle of “urban strength”. However, some potential opportunities to integrate this transport infrastructure with urban planning and land-use have not been considered or achieved [41].

The subterranean section makes the LRT transport system independent from the urban system, and so is able to reach the maximum commercial speed; however, the surface street section is relatively conventional in its design, but also reformed, giving more space to the pedestrian area and a new cycle lane. There are few comparisons between surface and subterranean LRT sections, as the first will have linear urban effects and in the subterranean section the effects will be concentrated around the stations, which have been widely studied by the node-place model [4]. As has been studied in Hong Kong, in choosing between tram and metro, scenery and emotional attachment seems to be significant in the choice of tram for the same trips [42], and the tram also contributes greatly to street vitality [43].

Along its surface sections, the higher quality public spaces are those with no private vehicular access whatsoever, providing a completely pedestrianized area, such as in the
traditional urban road crossing axes in the towns, which have been completely freed from vehicles and now seem filled with people, such as Royal Street in Armilla, “Jacobo Camarero” Street in Albolote and “Blas de Otero” Avenue in Maracena, and the section along the university central campus which has no catenary [38]. In addition, after two years in service, it has been calculated that the new system has avoided 5.36 million trips by car and has helped to avoid 5,420 tons of CO₂ emissions [39].

However, the general metropolitan congestion levels in Granada remain high and the pollution levels in the area are still worrying because, among others, the urban and metropolitan sustainable mobility plans have not been fully implemented [6]. In fact, despite having less dense traffic than in Madrid and Barcelona, its pollution problems are similar as they are exacerbated by geography and climate conditions, since the area is located in a valley surrounded by mountains that trap the pollution in winter [44].

Analyzing the sustainable mobility level of the metropolitan streets considering their existing cross sections, or inversely the predominance of motorized vehicles in the urban space, almost all metropolitan streets and avenues are of conventional urban design and are compatible with motorized vehicle access, giving sections with moderate to high traffic space (C–E), except the commercial pedestrianized urban central and historical areas, urban parks, and the indicated LRT corridor, with A–B levels of sustainable mobility. This is shown in Fig. 1. In order to clarify further, only the analysis along the new LRT corridor is shown, where section A indicates plenty of sustainable mobility areas, and therefore urban spaces of high-quality and, at the other end of the scale, section E designated as being fully motorized vehicles-oriented areas with LRT line but with no pedestrian access.

However, urban space can be configured in a very flexible way, and it can be changed relatively quickly by restricting access to private vehicles simply with new street signalling, as has been shown in the cited examples [10], [11]. Currently, social distancing required by the COVID pandemic has meant that many cities are giving more space in their streets to
sustainable mobility modes, and Granada is no exception, increasing pedestrianized areas and spaces for bicycles and other personal mobility modes (thus the street over the underground LRT section will now change to level C) [45] and, therefore, indirectly increasing the quality of their urban space.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Urban systems and transportation and mobility systems are intrinsically related to one another. Their interactions are now indisputable as well as their respective links to sustainability and quality. The relevant incidence of high-quality public transport systems promoting urbanity, vitality, urban sustainability and image has also been demonstrated. In particular, given its characteristics and its full compatibility with pedestrian-oriented areas according to sustainability dimensions, LRT can be considered as the superior public transit mode, enhancing the human orientation of cities.

It is possible to construct indicators for spatial models to evaluate both systems, but a simple space analysis would be recommended as a first approximation to this complex reality. Thus, given the inherent correspondence between the models of urban and mobility sustainability, grading the level of the sustainable mobility space of streets is proposed in order to easily evaluate the quality of the urban space, taking into consideration the proportion of existing sustainable mobility areas in the cross sections of the streets in question.

The development of a new LRT system in the metropolitan area of Granada, having a fully bus-based public transport system, and applying all of its potential for urban renewal, is a good example of improved sustainable mobility and of the increase in the urban quality of its streets as public space. Having surface and underground sections allows an assessment of its different interactions between urban and transport systems.

However, despite creating a significant increase in the space given to pedestrians and bicycles along its corridor, the majority of the metropolitan street systems are of a conventional urban design, giving high prominence to motorized vehicular access, and reducing the sustainable mobility levels. Therefore, the higher quality areas will be limited to only a few completely pedestrianized central areas and the rest of its corridor will be motorized mobility-oriented areas, giving less urban quality along their route. In addition, some potential opportunities for the integration of transport infrastructure with urban planning and land-use will not be considered or achieved.

The sustainability of the metropolitan mobility system has improved and an appreciable part of the urban space has been reshaped and revitalized, despite its conservative cross sections, but this is not enough to solve their serious environmental problems resulting from its highly polluting motorized transport system.

The current COVID19 crisis has led to a substantial yet temporary reduction in the pollution caused by the urban transport system and has revealed the need for increasing urban space for sustainable mobility modes to allow social distancing.
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